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1. Which of these Conventions was established in 1959 as an international regime 
guiding diplomatic relations?_________

     	      Washington

     	      Hague

     	      Venice

     	--->> Vienna

2. Which of these is another nomenclature of International law? ________international 
law

     	      world

     	      municipal

     	      marine

     	--->> public

3. Which of these argue that international norms should be based on axiomatic 
truths?__________

     	      Jurists

     	--->> Naturalists

     	      Philosophers

     	      Critics

4. One of the earliest surviving treaty texts was between________ and the Hittite 
Empire from the thirteenth century BC

     	      India

     	      Britain

     	--->> Egypt

     	      Mali
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5. One of these was  empowered to try international war crimes and crimes of 
aggression_______

     	      ICJ

     	--->> Security Council

     	      ECOWAS COURT

     	      US Supreme Court

6. Identify the prominent student of Bartolus of Sassoferato,  that wrote in the 
fourteenth century________

     	      Gamaliel of Tarsus

     	--->> Baldus of Ubaldis

     	      Portmous of Urundi

     	      Leonado da Vinci

7. Apart from Thomas Hobbes, another writer whose work was relevant in the 
composition of international law is ________

     	      John Locke

     	      Jean Jacque-Rosseau

     	--->> Hugo Grotius

     	      Niccolo Michaivelli

8. According to critics, the major weakness of International Law is that it is ________on 
sovereign states

     	--->> not binding

     	      not signed

     	      not debated

     	      not potent

9. The two theories that best explain the relationship between international and 
domestic laws are _________ and ________

     	      give and take
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     	      we and others

     	--->> monism and dualism

     	      local and foreign theories

10. Which organisation emerged after the 2002 meeting of Heads of States and 
Government at the Durban, South Africa?_______

     	--->> AU

     	      OAU

     	      SADC

     	      COMESA
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